Zelensky: "Holocaust the Whole Planet" - The Jewish Kabbalistic Ritual is Ongoing
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Recently in the News and on the information world many people are confused why Zelensky literally said a few hours ago that we need to start Nuclear WW3 on the whole face of the earth.

News like this are airing today:

U.S. has sent private warnings to Russia against using a nuclear weapon

People are looking baffled over why this should even happen, how we got here, or why anyone would so openly espouse this. We here know exactly why this happened, but these people have no clue. They just call Zelensky "Insane", same as they do for Putin.

This is because people are at loss to justify any LOGICAL reason why we are here, over a shit dispute over two Jews somewhere in Eastern Europe. You will not find any. Even the sleeping cattle has no explanation at this point, and not even television or anyone else can artificially create a lie enough big to be believed.

Nobody can find a valid reason. So simple people say that these people are just "insane" and try to let it go.

But these people are NOT just "insane". Although they are clearly medically insane, they are merely serving other more darker interests.

Everyone here has been following the posts and news so you know that the Jewish President "Zelensky" is actually appointed by the Jews to literally cause WW3.

The above sounds totally insane, but it sounds insane only insofar that you understand that there is a global conspiracy of literally alien origins taking place on this earth.

Part of this, is based on the so called "Biblical prophecy" that was written by the jews. Jews, treat the planet, especially in positions of power, as a stage of
theatrical act with real consequences in their attempts to usher about what we know as the "New World Order", which is basically the "Jewish World Order".

During this "Order", their holy books dictate that most of humanity has to be eliminated, all of humanity has to be racially mixed, a global plantation has to be created, and on this plantation the jews have to be the "masters", who will rule over the rest of the human beings as a form of a slave force. The Jews refer to this as the "Messianic Era".

In order for this "promised" [jewish fapping dreams] Era to be ushered, WW3 and even WW4 must happen as part of "prophecy", so that all governments and people's of the world are brought to their knees. Any opposing powers or Nations that belong to their enemies, such as the people of "Esau" or "Amalek", that stand as obstacles, should be eliminated for this to manifest.

This includes Nations in the Middle East, Russia, the United States, Europe and China. All of these have to be eliminated or brought to their knees. Until that is feasible, the Jewish plan is to hijack key positions of other Nations through the "Diaspora", and shaping the global policy of these Nations to serve Jewish interests, whatever interests these might be.

Eventually, this "Global Community" of Jews will user the dream of their head Rabbi Baal Shem Tov, who said that Judaism is Communism, and instate the so called "Messianic Era of the Jewish People". This will occur through jews taking key positions of power, and even sacrificing in the process to usher this "Messianic Era".

During this era and after brutal chaotic global wars, any surviving humans must become slaves of the Jews, and this is "God's promise" to the Jewish people, so long the Jewish People do fulfill their "obligations" which are a series of attacks against Gentiles.

Then, jews finish their wet dream session by envisioning they have a global technocracy where everyone is enslaved, and ruled over by one singular ruler, which they call their "Messiah" and the reincarnation of the soul of "Ben David" from the "Davidic lineage" of the Jewish People, from which they also claim "Rabbi Yehoshua" or "Jesus Christ" also descended.

Zelensky himself is a jew and likely coddled and raised on the furthering of this agenda from a very young age, as are most other jewish people on the earth. They consider the above "a granted" for their culture, and do not even view this as abnormal. It's normal for them.

Some of them don't take it seriously, but all of them know all of this pervades their whole culture of course.
He is a very loyal adherent and Jew himself, whom the Jewish media frequently celebrated as yet another "David" fighting his own Racial Brother and Russian Jew Putin, as "Goliath".

First, Zelensky was skiing 3 days before the Russian invasion and ignoring his own borders, while probably allowing NATO to do nefarious operations in the Region, where apparently Russia with Putin was also doing the same thing.

Great up until now. Then pay attention to the... Cohencidental Timing in all of this.

Exactly as Co-Vid is "over", Zelensky Jew and the general amalgam of Jewish Kabbalists decided finally it was time to pull another card to destroy everything, namely what HPS Maxine has related before as a high possibility event, WW3.

Many people think we are making a joke or using hyperbole when we say the enemy wants to extinct the planet and kill as many people as possible, but the reality is that this is what they are here for.

Recent data from Europe does show a rise in mortality about 16% since the last few years. They are actively killing people. "Reasons why" are always covered up. They keep making new and new reasons.

But Zelensky doesn't really feel like the pace is fast enough. He wants the situation to go faster, probably because Arch-Rabbi Klaus is also losing his patience and you are not eating your bugs.

Jewish Ignoramus and Careless president Zelensky, is also well known for using CGI software and pretending he is in Ukraine and in other places where he is not, and everyone knows as well he is a paid actor that is clearly playing his nice act while Russian and Ukrainian people die and are living lives of deprivation on the daily, by the tens and tens of thousands.

Certain members here have also posted before about the disgusting CGI that was used for Zelensky. Anyhow, the Western Media is busy kissing the reptilian's ass here, constantly extolling him as a hero and as a defender and so on.

Meanwhile, Zelensky and his close entourage are cashing in who knows how thousands in Bitcoin and billions of dollars, while effectively nobody even knows if actual war is taking place anymore. The Western Media has been getting caught over and over again promoting and sharing fake videos. Not all are fake, but some of these were.

What is even stupider, is that the Jewish Reptilian Zelensky is also busy saying nonsense during the whole war, to drive Kabbalistic Rituals of the Jews in, such
as saying "Oy vey, Russia Hitler Putin desecrated the graveyard of Holocaust Survivors" and other nonsense of this same tier. Equally, the Jewish Authorities of Russia are pampering also nonsense that "The West is Hitler" and so on.

All of this nonsense war, is actually just a huge Kabbalistic Ritual meant to kill people. But the recent statements from Putin and Zelensky do take the Kabbalistic Ritual to another level.

Recently, Zelensky in yet another super Ritual they were conducting on the Eve of the end of the Jewish Semitah Year, and the Autumn Solstice, succinctly called the whole planet into WW3 and Global Retaliation.

"The other nuclear states need to say very firmly that as soon as Russia even thinks of carrying out nuclear strikes on foreign territory—in this case the territory of Ukraine—there will be swift retaliatory nuclear strikes to destroy the nuclear launch sites in Russia," Podolyak was quoted by The Guardian.


The reptile knows it will go into a bunker of course during all this, but it will not hesitate to espouse a global holocaust of all people on earth, because it’s a reptile.

Most people are really still looking at these events and not seeing anything suspicious. On the literal year of the major Jewish Holiday, and on the day of Autumn Solstice [a Pagan Holiday] the super Jew is literally coming out to espouse a global holocaust.

Over here, we know.

One must take a moment to contemplate that this Jew, literally told everyone globally to press the red button on Russia, which would in turn press the red button on everyone else. That would cause the collapse of the planet basically, as Russia is the largest Nuclear power.

When psychopathic jews in positions of power are liberally throwing these statements, they reveal how little they care about the life of the Goy.

So long Israel is out of this, they literally boastfully declare and DEMAND, that we start WW3 and Nuclear ourselves to death for literally no reason other than a Jewish Fake Kabbalistic War, not different than WW1.

Regardless, Jews like Zelensky clearly fantasize and want to materialize this scenario, in which they envision China, the US and Russia, will essentially co-
retaliate and therefore all the “Whores of Babylon” are going to fall, which is what they boastfully declare as their innermost desire in Jewish prophecies.

Needless to say, if anyone still wonders why Jews need to be removed immediately from any position of power, influence, and global control, then you must be mad. Even worse, you are evil people for even indicating this ongoing trend of death should continue.

The danger of keeping them in a position of seriousness or power is simply too high. They are agitation all of humanity and causing most of the wars of the recent centuries, one on top of the other, for literally no reason.

They also recently caused economic collapse and catastrophe by overplaying a low danger flu. This plunged major economies into recession. Then, they want to holocaust everyone for no reason, other than maybe their own personal benefits.

As they have no viable position in this world, all they want to attain is through death, misery and destruction.
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Reply by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

Nero wrote:

*Why do so many Russians go to fight against their brotherly Ukrainian people? They could overthrow their Jewish government instead of going to the meaningless war. Is this because of Jewish magic?*

This is the reality of governments and wars. During these times, the situation is not really as clear. For most Russians, it appears that Putin is actually thought of as defending them, which he "kind of" does. This defense however was taken too far.

Zelensky is perceived likewise by most of the Ukrainians, who cannot even imagine that this comedian actor might be literally planted there to cause this event. And people fight because it's both embed into human psychology and also because of survival reasons, on both sides.

The war therefore is not perceived as meaningless, especially on the part of the Ukrainians. The Ukrainians are heroic people, but so are Russians, and the enemy has created a situation where the mutual feeling of these people has
been assaulted. So both were more than ready to take arms and defend what is theirs.

Generally why this happens is because people have no clue that a conspiracy is being run. And even if people are aware, there is still a way for them to actually be able to act on this on a State level.

For example, if you "deny to fight", they have many prisons they can put you.